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NONPATERNITY PROCEEDINGS

By JOHN WILLIAM BROADFOOT*

How soon must the law take cognizance of scientific advancement?
To this question there can be no easy answer. It must strike a balance
between moving too quickly to recognize unproven theories and delay-
ing too long and losing pace with science and proven fact. However,
it would seem when a principle has been proven and accepted as ac-
curate and infallible by the scientific community and the world at
large, then the law should take heed.

It is the purpose of this article to examine the current status of
blood test in relation to non-paternity proceedings. In order to ac-
complish this we shall first consider the scientific basis of blood classi-
fication, the legal acceptance of blood test, and, lastly, the "gap" in the
Georgia law regarding this area.

I. THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF BLOOD CLASSIFICATION.

To gain an adequate understanding of the exclusionary blood test
problem it is necessary to have at least an elementary understanding
of blood grouping systems. The basic theory which paved the way for
modern blood grouping was developed as early as 1865 by Gregor
Mendel.' He identified the blood through substances it contained
and their reactions to one another.2 Since this time medical science
has identified several clearly distinguishable inherited systems of blood
factors. At the present time the medico-legal application is usually
limited to three tests: the A-B-O blood groups, the M-N blood types
and the Rh system.

The A-B-O Blood Groups. Over 60 years ago Landsteiner 3 classified
human blood into four main groups. Each of these is differentiated
from the other by certain properties of the red blood cells designated
as A and B. These properties might either be absent (blood group
0), either one might be present (blood group A or blood group B),
or both properties are present (blood group AB) .4 The theory is that
if the mother and child have different blood types then the father

*Third year student, Walter F. George School of Law, Mercer University.
1. LANGER, AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WORLD HISTORY, 551 (3d ed. 1960).
2. These substances are called agglutinogens and agglutins.
3. SCHATKIN, DisPuTED PATERNITY PROCEEDINGS 164 (3d ed. 1953).
4. A and B are the agglutinogens which may be found in red blood cells. AB is

the presence of both agglutinogens in the red blood cells. 0 represents the
presence of neither.
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and child must have similar or identical blood types. The following
table illustrates what chances a man has to establish nonpaternity by
blood grouping tests:

TABLE I

Blood Groups of Offspring Possible or Impossible from Any
Mating Combination. 5

Alleged Known Possible Children not Impossible
Father Mother Children possible from from this

from their their mating. mother in
Mating Decisive for any mating

nonpatemi ty

O1 0 0 A,B, (AB) AB
O A O,A B,AB
O B O,B A,AB -
O AB A,B (O) AB 0
A 0 O,A B, (AB) AB
A A O,A B,AB
A B O,A,B,AB - -
A AB A,B,AB (0) 0
B 0 O,B A, (AB) AB
B A O,A,B,AB -

B B O,B A,AB -
B AB B,A,AB (0) 0

*AB *0 A,B *O, (AB) AB
AB A A,B,AB 0
AB B A,B,AB 0 -
AB AB A,B,AB (0) 01

The M-N Blood Types. In 1927 Lansteiner and Levine discovered
new blood properties and referred to them as "blood types." 6 This was
an entirely new system and had nothing to do with blood groups A,
B, AB and 0. These newly discovered blood cell properties were desig-
nated as: blood type M, blood type N and blood type MN. 7 A child
of blood type M must have inherited the i1\ factor from both parents.
Similarly, an individual with blood type N has inherited the N factor
from both parents. However, the individual of the blood type MN has
inherited the M factor from one parent and the N factor from the
other parent. The exclusion of a male subject through the MN test
is shown by the following table:

5. BOYD, FUNDAMENTALS OF IMMUNOLOGY, 230 (3d ed. 1956). Note: A similar
chart appears in the work of SCHIFF AND BOYD, BLOOD GROUPING TECHNIQUE,
132 (1942). Other authorities seem to agree with this grouping, i.e., see SNY-
DER, THE PRINCIPLES OF HEREDITY, 112 (1951); Similar, also, ANDERSON, THE
HUMAN BLOOD GROUPS, 28 (1952); and RACE AND SANGER, BLOOD GROUPS IN
MEN, 250 (1950).

6. SCHATKIN, op cit. supra, n. 3 at 168.
7. In very rare cases an anti-M or anti-N factor may be present.
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Where blood type
as follows:

TABLE II
of mother and child is known father is ruled out

Mother's Child's Father
Blood type Blood type Cannot be

M M N
MN M N
N N M

MN N M
M MN M
N MN N

The Rh Factor. The third blood factor is called "Rh", abbreviated

for Rhesus, because this factor occurs in Rhesus monkey blood. The
discovery of the Rh factor was of great importance in the understand-
ing of previously unexplained blood transfusions as well as in hemo-
lytic disease of the newborn. This blood factor is present in roughly
six out of seven white human beings, (referred to as Rh Positive)
but absent in one out of seven (called Rh Negative) .8 This test is
much more complicated than the two above but may be roughly ex-
plained as follows:

Two parents with the
factors as follows: 9

TABLE III

given Rh factor will produce children with Rh

Rh Factor of Parent Rh Factor of Child Reason

1. Two Rh-parents only Rh-children Since they are
always homozygous,
i.e., their genes
must be Rh Rh

2. One Rh-parent only Rh+children Provided the
One Rh+parent Rh+ parent is

homozygous
(Rh Rh)

3. One Rh-parent Children have equal ---

One Heterozygous chance of being Rh-
Rh+ (RHH) or Rh-

4. Two homozygous One Rh+children
Rh+ (RHRH)
parents

5. Two heterozygous Produce children - --

Rh+ (RHH) having a 25%
parents chance of being Rh+

8. 7 BUFFALO L. REV. 209, 216 (1958).
9. SCHATKIN, DisPuTED PATERNITY PROCEEDINGS 188-192 (c) (3d ed. 1956).
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The Probabilities of Exclusion. Calculations have been made to show
what chances a man has to establish nonpaternity by blood grouping
tests. The following chart shows these chances in the light of several
tests in addition to the three basic ones already discussed:

TABLE IV
Chances in Per Cent of an Accused Man's Being Exonerated of a
False Charge of Paternity.10

Blood Group Exclusion by Combined Exclusion Combined
System each system Exclusion by each Exclusion

(first level) (First level) system (Second
(Second level)
level)

1. ABO 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5
2. MNS 18.7 32.1 23.9 36.5
3. Rh - 1.8 33.3 25.6 52.7
4. Kell -- 4.2 36.1 4.7 55.0
5. Lutheran - 3.3 38.2 3.3 56.4
6. Secretion - 1.9 39.4 1.9 57.3
7. Duffy 5.0 42.4 18.3 65.1
8. Kidd -- - 2.8 44.1 18.7 71.6

From this chart it should be obvious the more methods resorted to
the greater the chance of showing nonpaternity. As Table IV shows,
by employing A-B-O blood groups, M-N blood types and Rh blood
factor, all in combination, the accused can be given a better than 50%
chance of establishing nonpaternity. If, in addition, the Kell, Lutheran,
Secretion, Duffy, and Kidd tests are used, the chance of establishing
nonpaternity is greatly increased. Thus, resort to all eight methods
in combination, as set forth in Table IV, gives the person who is not
the father a 71.6% chance of proving it."

II. THE LEGAL ACCEPTANCE OF BLOOD TEST.

When the grouping and typing of blood was first recognized by the
medical profession the courts were reluctant to admit it into evidence.
In a 1936 case 12 it was said:

The law of this country, as evidenced by reported adjudica-
tions is in an extremely primitive state as compared with the
practice in European jurisdictions on the subject involved.
It is credibly asserted that blood grouping tests are commonly
accepted as admissible evidence on questions of paternity
in courts of Gennany, Austria, Denmark, Sweden, Italy,
Russia, Poland, England and Japan.

10. BOYD, op. cit. supra, n. 5 at 252-53.
11. Since this statistical material was gathered beore 1956 current tests may well

increase the chances of establishing nonpaternity.
12. In re Swahns Will, 158 Misc. 17, 19, 285 N.Y. Supp. 234, 236 (Surr. Ct. 1936).
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Legal Acceptance in the Several States. The admissibility of blood
test evidence to show nonpaternity is now accepted in many of the
states. This result may be reached either through a state statute on he
subject or by virtue of the decisional law of the particular jurisdiction.

In Ohio,13 New Jersey,'14 Pennsylvania,' 5 and Wisconsin,10 it has
been held that blood tests are admissible, but they are not conclusive
evidence of nonpaternity and are to be considered as any other evidence.
However, the dissent1 7 in the Wisconsin case felt the blood test should
have been conclusive evidence of nonpaternity. In a Vermont case' s the
court said that it was up to the jury to decide if the tests were per-
formed properly. However, in that case there was no evidence to show
how the test had been conducted. Therefore the jury found the tests
were conducted improperly, so the issues of conclusiveness did not
arise. Thus, it would seem that Vermont still may accept or reject the
conclusiveness of the blood test. In Maine' 9 and New Hampshire,20 it

was held the jury should determine what weight to accord blood
tests. Then a Maine case 2' in 1949 was decided which has been referred
to as "blazing the trial" as to the conclusiveness of blood tests. The
New York courts held in 194022 and 194723 that blood tests showing
defendants' nonpaternity were not conclusive evidence. However, the
New York courts now hold that the exclusionary blood test is to be
conclusive evidence of nonpaternity when the jury believes it was per-
formed correctly. Until very recently California has held opposite New
York, saying that blood tests are not conclusive on the issue.24

THE UNIFORM ACT ON BLOOD TO DETERMINE PATERNITY. A suggested
solution to the problem of whether to treat the exclusionary blood
test as conclusive evidence of nonpaternity is found in the UNIFORM

13. State v. Clark, 144 Ohio St. 305, 58 N.E.2d 773 (1944); State v. Holod, 63
Ohio App. 16, 24 N.E.2d 962 (1939).

14. Ross v. Marx, 21 N.J. Super. 95, 90 A.2d 545 (Essex County Ct. 1952), af-
firmed, 24 N.J. Super. 25, 93 A.2d 597 (App. Div. 1952) .

15. Commonwealth v. Hunscik, 182 Pa. Super. 639, 128 A.2d 169 (1956).
16. Prochnow v. Prochnow, 274 XVis. 491, 80 N.W.2d 278 (1957).
17. Id. at 280.
18. Pomainville v. Bichnell, 109 A.2d 342 (Vt. 1954). After this case the New

Hampshire legislature adopted the UNIFORM ACT ON BLOOD TEST TO DETERMINE
PATERNITY, which holds that the exclusionary blood test is conclusive on pa-
ternity.

19. Jordon v. Davis, 143 Me. 185, 57 A.2d 209 (1948).
20. Groulx v. Groulx, 98 N.H. 481, 103 A.2d 188 (1954)
21. Jordan v. Mace, 144 Me. 351, 69 A.2d 670 (1949). One factor that may have

influenced the court in this case was that the blood test was run eleven times
with the same results.

22. Harding v. Harding, 22 N.Y.S.2d 810 (City of N.Y. Dom. Rel. Ct. 1940).
23. Saks v. Saks, 189 Misc. 667, 71 N.Y.S.2d 797 (City of N.Y. Dom. Rel. Ct. 1947),

(RhHr test).
24. Arais v. Kalensnikoff, 10 Cal.2d 428, 74 P.2d 1043 (1938).
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Acr ON BLOOD TEST TO DETERMINE PATERNITY. 2 5 This proposed Act
was adopted by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws at the 1952 meeting in San Francisco; 2 6 thirty-nine state
delegations voted for adoption and one against.27 The effect of the
Act would be to treat blood test evidence as conclusive if it is shown
that it was conducted properly and was used to establish nonpaternity. 28

The Act provides in part:

Section 1. Authority of the test. In a civil action . . . the
court, upon its own initiative or upon suggestion made by or
on behalf of any person whose blood is involved . . . shall
order the mother, child, and alleged father to submit to blood
test. If any party refuses . . . the court may resolve the
question of paternity against such party or enforce its order
if the rights of others and the interest of justice so require.
Section 4. Effect of test results. If the court finds that the
conclusions of all the experts, as disclosed by the evidence
based upon the test, are that the alleged father is not the
father of the child the question of paterniy shall be resolved
accordingly.29 (Emphasis added).

Blood Test Evidence-One Problem or Three? Many of the con-
flicting results involving blood test evidence in paternity actions may
be resolved by recognizing that such evidence may be involved in
three different fact situations.

The first of these occurs where blood test evidence is sought to be
used to prove paternity. Some writers30 and most jurisdictions31 hold
that blood grouping tests cannot be admitted to prove paternity. Yet
in the face of such pronouncements, the National Conference of Com-
missioners on Uniform State Laws in 1952 proposed the following
provision in the UNIFORM BLOOD TEST ACT:

Section 4. Effect of tests results. . . . If the experts conclude
the blood tests shows the possibility of the alleged father's
paternity, admission of this evidence is within the discretion
of the court, depending on the infrequency of the blood type.
(Emphasis added).

25. 9 U.L.A. 102-114 (1952).
26. HANDBOOK OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM

STATE LAWS, 185 (1952).
27. Id. at 186.
28. Some of the states having adopted the UNIFORM ACT ON BLOOD TEST TO DE-

TERMINE PATERNITY are: California, Illinois, Michigan, New Hampshire, Oregon
and Utah.

29. 9 U.L.A. 110, 111 (1952).
30. 16 RUTGERS L. REV. 767, 768 (1962).
31. Miller v. Domanski, 26 N.J. Super. 316, 97 A.2d 641 (App. Div. 1953).
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As of 1953 only two states32 had adopted this recommendation of
the commissioners and cases33 admitting blood grouping evidence to
show a possibility of paternity were few and far between. However, the
courts have used many types of evidence which could prove only a
Possibility of paternity.3 4 This evidence would not appear to be any
less prejudicial to the defendant than blood grouping.

A second fact situation in which blood test evidence is involved is
where children are born in wedlock but claimed to be iliegitimate.
Around this problem the controversy still rages. The UNIFORNM BLOOD

TEST AcT provides as follows:

Section 5. The presumption of legitimacy of a child born
during wedlock is overcome if the court finds that the con-
clusion of all the experts, as disclosed by the evidence based
upon the test, show that the husband is not the father of the
child.35

Unfortunately, the problem in this area is not solely a scientific one
when such results open the door to a husband to question the paternity
of his wife's children. The law, heretofore, has raised a strong pre-
sumption of legitimacy of children.36 This suggested statute, which is
in derogation of the common law, would allow a husband moved by
bitterness to suddenly question the legitimacy of his wife's child whom
he had been accepting as his own. One writer 37 has suggested there are
strong public policy considerations against this whereas another 38 has
suggested an estoppel should be worked as to the husband. However,
some cases would seem to warrant an admission of blood test evidence.
Such a case was Wareham v. Wareham39 in which the defendant wife
secured an order directing plaintiff husband to show cause why an in-
terlocutory divorce decree should not be modified to compel plaintiff
to support a child born nine months subsequent to their separation. De-
fendant alleged that at the time of the decree she was unaware that
she was pregnant. Although admitting he was not impotent at the time
of conception, plaintiff denied his paternity. Legislatively-authorized

32. N. H. REV. LAWS C. 126 §4 (1953); ORE. REV. STAT. §109.258 (1953).
33. Appeal of Ketchum, 254 App. Div. 776, 4 N.Y.S.2d 786 (2d Dept. 1938); Liver-

more v. Livermore, 223 Iowa 1155, 11 N.W.2d 389 (1943).
34. Children shown to the jury to be compared with the putative father. People v.

Wing, 115 Mich. 690, 74 N.W. 179 (1898) ; Lawhead v. State, 99 Okla. 197, 226
Pac. 376 (1924) ; Reams v. State ex rel. Favors, 53 Ohio App. 19, 4 N.E.2d 151
(1936) ; Shanks v. State, 185 Md. 437, 45 A.2d 85 (1945) ; Berry v. Chaplin, 74
Cal.App.2d 652, 169 P.2d 442 (1946).

35. 9 U.L.A. 112 (1952).
36. In re Findlay, 253 N.Y. 1, 170 N.E. 471 (1930).
37. 4 WILLIAM AND MARY L. REV. 149 (1963).
38. 26 GA. B. J. 342 (1964).

39. Wareham v. Wareham, 195 Cal.App.2d 64, 15 Cal. Rptr. 465, 469-70 (Dist. Ct.
App. 1961).
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blood grouping test 40 established that it was genetically impossible
for the child to be an offspring of the plaintiff. Plaintiff had also ap-
plied for the custody of their first child, declaring that the wife was im-
moral as she was living with another man out of the wedlock, and, as
uncontradicted medical testimony established, she physically mistreated
the child. From a decision by the trial court that plaintiff was the fa-
ther, the District Court of Appeal held, affirmed. As there was co-
habitation between wife and husband during the period of possible con-
ception, the statutory conclusive presumption of legitimacy applied
although the results of the blood test demonstrated the husband could
not have been the father of the child. About all that can be said of
this situation is the best results can only be reached by a careful con-
sideration of all the facts and circumstances of each individual case.
Thus, the determination of whether or not to admit blood test evi-
dence in cases in which children are born in wedlock should be in the
discretion of the trial court judge.41

The third and last situation is demonstrated by the famous 1946
case 42 in which the actor, Charles Chaplin, was sued by a woman who
claimed Chaplin was the father of her child. Blood test evidence43 was
admitted and positively showed such paternity to be an impossibility.
In spite of this, the jury returned a verdict against Chaplin and this
was sustained on appeal. Prior to this decision a similar result was
reached in Arais v. Kalensnikoff44 and Hill v. Johnson45 in 1951 was
in accord. These decisions, all California cases, were decided prior to
1953, when the California legislature, apparently taking notice of the
possible injustice involved in the named decisions, attempted to
eliminate the unfortunate rule established in the Arias case. It did this
by adopting substantially the UNIFORM BLOOD TEST ACT to determine
paternity.46

III. A "GAP" IN THE LAW OF GEORGIA-BLOOD TEST EVIDENCE IN

NONPATERNITY PROCEEDINGS.

How does Georgia hold on this question? No Georgia statute deals
directly with this problem and no case decisions in point have been
discovered by this writer. A Georgia statute seems to recognize the re-
liability and admissibility of blood, breath, and urine tests for intoxica-

40. CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE §1980.1 - 1980.6 (1961).
41. This statement is made in the face of the unfortunate result in the Wareham

case.
42. Additional evidence admitted was the showing to the jury of the child with the

putative father.
43. 10 Cal.2d 428, 74 P.2d 1043 (1937).
44. 102 Cal.App.2d 94, 226 P.2d 655 (1951).
45. 9 U.L.A. 102 (1952).
46. GA. LAWS, 1953, p. 575, §47 (b) (2), GA. CODE ANN. §68-1625 (1957 Rev.).
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tion.4 7 The GEORGIA CODE provides that when a woman discovers on
oath the father of an illegitimiate child, the justice of the peace issues
a warrant requiring the putative father to be brought before him;
further requiring him to give security for the maintenance and educa-
tion of the child until he arrives at the age of fourteen years, and also
the expenses of lying-in with such child, boarding, nursing, and main-
tenance while the mother is confined. If the putative father fails to
give security, he is bound over to the Superior Court and the Solicitor
General is required to lay an indictment before the grand jury.48

As already indicated, Georgia has no blood test statute at the present
time. However, Green 49 indicates that blood test evidence is admissible
although he cites no 'Georgia authority. He further indicates that the
admission of experiments is largely in the discretion of the trial
judge. 50 The GEORGIA CODE 5 1 does provide that there is a presumption
of legitimacy where the husband and wife have access to each other.

In the light of the foregoing, the inference may be drawn that
Georgia, in cases to prove paternity, would adhere to the majority view
and exclude blood test evidence. In the second situation wherein the
paternity of a child born in wedlock is in issue the current Georgia
law5 2 would seem to favor a presumption of legitimacy. The last situa-
tion, as in the Chaplin case, awaits the unwary victim as this
seems to be a "gap" in the Georgia law.

CONCLUSION

Blood tests today are widely accepted by the scientific community and
the world at large. It would seem that such evidence now demands rec-
ognition by the law; such is the purpose of the UNIFORm BLOOD TEST

ACT. 53 In factual situations involving blood test evidence to prove
paternity, and in contested paternity proceedings involving children
born in wedlock there are many policy considerations that come into
play. While it is felt that the Georgia decisional law may now be able
to cope with these two situations it appears to be totally inadequate
in cases such as Chaplin where blood test evidence is sought to be in-
troduced to establish the paternity of a defendant sued by an unwed
mother. It is strongly urged that this "gap" in the Georgia law be
promptly filled by legislative enactment.54

47. GA. LAWS, 1953, p. 575, §47 (b) (2), GA. CODD ANN. §68-1625 1957) Rev.).
48. Ibid.
49. GREEN, THE GEORGIA LAW OF EVIDENCE §77 (1957).
50. Id. §77, Citing West v. State, 200 Ga. 566, 37 S.E.2d 799 (1946) ; Bell v. State,

71 Ga. App. 430, 31 S.E.2d 109 (1944).
51. GA. CODE ANN. §74-101 (1964 Rev.).
52. Ibid.
53. 9 U.L.A. 102-114 (1952).
54. For an earlier discussion of this subject in a similar article, see 1 MERCFR L.

REv. 266 (1950).
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